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ABSTRACT

As concern for obesity grows, the need for automated and accurate methods to monitor nutrient intake becomes essential as

dietary intake provides a valuable basis for managing dietary imbalance. Moreover, as mobile devices with built-in cameras

have become ubiquitous, one potential means of monitoring dietary intake is photographing meals using mobile devices

and having an automatic estimate of the nutrient contents returned. One of the challenging problems of the image-based

dietary assessment is the accurate estimation of food portion size from a photograph taken with a mobile digital camera.

In this work, we describe a method to automatically calculate portion size of a variety of foods through volume estimation

using an image. These “portion volumes” utilize camera parameter estimation and model reconstruction to determine the

volume of food items, from which nutritional content is then extrapolated. In this paper, we describe our initial results of

accuracy evaluation using real and simulated meal images and demonstrate the potential of our approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Obesity increases the risk of premature death and raises health-care costs. Therefore, the increasing cases of obesity

has become a significant social issue.1, 2 Education programs for obesity prevention have been developed to inform the

effect of being overweight on health problems and to encourage healthy eating patterns.3 Dietary assessment methods

have been improved since they produce valuable information needed for assessment and hypothesis generation regarding

dietary imbalance.4 Based on such development, accurate methods to monitor nutrient intake from free-living environment

have become indispensable to analyze people’s eating patterns and manage their dietary imbalance. Such methods should

objectively and consistently record and collect nutrient intake. However, traditional paper-based self-reported methods

may not be accurate since the information is recorded by subjective estimation. As such, computer-aided methods were

proposed to facilitate the recording process by providing web-based user interfaces and effective food search methods.5, 6

However, these methods do not record in situ5 and require collaboration with food and nutrient experts.6

Meanwhile, mobile devices with improved technical capabilities have started being considered as a means to sim-

plify the self-monitoring process and increase the computational accuracy of nutrient intake.7 Surveys have shown that

technology-assisted logging techniques are perceived as less intrusive upon lifestyle than traditional methods for recording

dietary intake.8 Moreover, built-in cameras on mobile devices provide a convenient means to collect meal images. Auto-

mated image-based nutrient analysis is challenging due to food classification and portion estimation.9 Most image-based

nutrient analysis methods have focused on food identification and classification,10 whereas little research has been done on

automatic volume estimation because of the difficulty of obtaining accurate volume estimates from a single image. In this

work, we propose food portion size estimation through 3D volume reconstruction from a single meal image and evaluate

the accuracy of our approach using real-world and synthesized images.
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2. RELATED WORK

3D reconstruction, especially from a single image, has been one of the main issues in computer vision literature. Our food

portion estimation is related to two research areas: camera calibration, which computes camera parameters, and volume

reconstruction, which is utilized to obtain volume estimates.

Camera parameters can be obtained from either predefined camera settings or computational methods. Koc11 and

Khojastehnazhand et al.12 used a camera with a fixed position to estimate volumes of fruits such as a watermelon and

an orange. Computational methods utilize specified geometrical information (e.g. pairs of orthogonal line segments) or

fiducial markers within an image. To compute camera parameters, scene constraints, such as linear constraints, were used

under assumption that there are one or more pairs of mutually orthogonal line segments.13–15 Theses linear constraints were

obtained either automatically or manually. However, such linear constraints may not be easily extracted in meal images.

Therefore, our dietary assessment system uses fiducial markers to facilitate the camera calibration process. Traditionally,

sphere objects16, 17 and checkerboard patterns18 have been used as the fiducial markers. In this work, we use a checkerboard

pattern marker.

3D object reconstruction from the 2D image space, in computer vision, requires some inputs (e.g., shading and geomet-

rical constraints) to unproject the projected object. Shading information has been considered as information to reconstruct

the 3D volume. Zeng et al.19 proposed interactive methods with a few constraints including surface normals to distinguish

peaks from other surface points and estimate surfaces with detected peaks and saddle points. However, these techniques

assumed that a scene object consists of Lambertian surfaces and is placed orthographically.19, 20 When dealing with food

objects, the shading information cannot be always utilized for volume inflation since all the foods do not always satisfy

these assumptions. Other approaches allow users to specify scene constraints to reconstruct a more accurate 3D volume.

Prasad et al.21 employed user-selected contours to reconstruct curved surfaces, such as donuts and bananas. Oswald et al.22

allowed the users to specify exterior, interior, and creases as object constraints. However, these user guided approaches

require many user interactions to reconstruct all the food items in a single view image. As an automated method for 3D

object reconstruction, Hoiem et al.13 proposed a statistical model for geometrical classes (e.g., sky and ground), which are

determined based on object color, texture, location, shape, and 3D geometry information.

More specifically, there has been research on accurate volume estimation for food items as target objects. Koc11

proposed a method for computing volume estimates for watermelons using ellipsoid approximation. Khojastehnazhand

et al.12 proposed a machine vision system which consists of two CCD cameras. However, these systems operate under

specific conditions, such as a fixed camera position or a particular food item (e.g., watermelons and oranges) that is placed

in a predetermined position (e.g., directly below the camera).

3. 3D FOOD VOLUME RECONSTRUCTION

Our volume estimation consists of a camera calibration step and a 3D volume reconstruction step. Figure 1 illustrates

our food volume estimation process. We use two images as inputs; one is a meal image taken by the user, and the other

is the segmented region of a food item in the original image. This segmented region can be generated using common

segmentation algorithms from the image processing field. As this image segmentation is not our main focus for volume

estimation, we either use the segmentation results from Zhu et al.9 or let the user manually segment the food images. The

camera calibration step computes camera parameters, comprised of intrinsic parameters (distortion, the principal point, and

focal length) and extrinsic parameters (camera translation and orientation). As shown in Figure 1, we employ a fiducial

marker in every meal image as a reference for the scale and pose of the food item identified. Our system for volume

estimation partitions the space of objects into “geometric classes,” each with their own set of parameters. Feature points

are extracted from the segmented region image and unprojected into the 3D space. A 3D volume is reconstructed by the

unprojected points based on the parameters of the geometric class. In this work, we describe volume estimation methods for

both spherical and prismatic shapes. Once the volume estimate for a food item is computed, the nutrient intake consumed

is derived from the estimate based on the USDA Food and Nutrient Database for Dietary Studies (FNDDS).23

3.1 Camera Calibration

The key aspect of our approach is to extract the geometry information in 3D world coordinates from a single view image. To

obtain coordinates in the 3D world space, we need to know the camera parameters. Moreover, our estimation method should

compute not relatively quantized estimates but actual estimates to calculate the nutrient information actually consumed by



Figure 1. Process of our food portion estimation. (The segmented region for the orange is obtained by Zhu et al.9)

the user. Having a reference in an image solves this problem. Therefore, we have a fiducial marker included in every meal

image for the scale and pose of the estimation subject. Experiment participants have expressed willingness to carry a credit

card size fiducial marker with them.

The fiducial checkerboard marker is easily identified and camera parameters are obtained by using existing open source

software such as OpenCV.24 It is often possible to retrieve the focal length from the meta-data embedded in the JPEG

images in what is known as the EXIF (EXchangeable Image File format) tag. The field of view of a camera is computed

by Equation 1.

α = 2×atan(
d

2 f
), (1)

where α is the field of view, d is the image width or the image height, and f is the focal length. Extrinsic camera

parameters are determined by the obtained reference points and intrinsic parameters. The camera matrix P is decomposed

into the product of intrinsic parameter and matrix K and the rotation matrix R augmented with translation vector t.

P = K[R|t] (2)

Given K, a set of extrinsic parameters may be computed that minimizes the total back-projection error, given by the formula

n

∑
i=1

d(xi,P
−→
Xi )

2
, (3)

where d is the Euclidean distance between the image feature points xi and the corresponding projected world point
−→
Xi . We

use OpenCV functions to obtain the translation and rotation of a camera.

3.2 Spherical approximation model

Our spherical approximation model is inspired by Dandelin spheres to recover the radius and position of a sphere from

single view. One key to recovering sphere parameters is that the sphere is tangent to the ground plane. A diagram of the

scene and relevant terminology is shown in Figure 2 (a). The method for fixing the position makes use of a particular

arrangement of two spheres, a cone, and a plane, known as Dandelin spheres. The intersection of a plane and a cone forms

an elliptical conic section. Of interest to us is the upper sphere. Dandelin’s theorem25 states that the point at which the

sphere touches the plane is the focus of the conic section. As the diagram shows, the bounding cone formed by the camera

center and world sphere is cut by two different planes: the image plane and the table plane. Each plane cuts a conic section

from the cone. These conics are instrumental in determining the sphere’s position and radius. The ellipse on the table

surface could be interpreted as the shadow of the sphere, treating the camera center as a light source. The sphere’s position

on the table can be given in two dimensional coordinates, relative to the coordinate system imposed on the surface by the

calibration pattern.



(a) Scene diagram for sphere positioning. (b) A cut view for sphere radius estimation.

Figure 2. Spherical approximation conceptual model. (a) shows the scene diagram to compute the position of a sphere and (b) does the

cut view to compute the radius of a sphere using Heron’s formula.

Calculating Sphere Position:

Feature points from the elliptical region in the screen space are projected onto the table plane. We reorient the resulting

points to a two-dimensional plane to find ellipse parameters. This is achieved by first applying the translation vector,

followed by the inverse of the rotation matrix, which yields coordinate triples with negligible z-values. The ellipse of the

shadow area is usually more elongated than that of the apparent contour. The ellipse parameters for the shadow area are

recovered by calculating the ellipse that fits best in a least square sense to the contour points. The parameters computed

are utilized to calculate the offset of the foci from the ellipse center along the major axis as Equation 4. The formula for

ellipse foci naturally has two solutions ( f1, f2).

f1,2 = ±
√

d2
ma j −d2

min, (4)

where dma j and dmin are the lengths of the semi-major and semi-minor axes, respectively. We choose the one whose

distance is closer to the camera. The selection of the closer point may fail when camera is directly above the spherical

objects. However, this will not occur as we have the user take meal pictures within 30 to 60 degree of the angle between

the table plane and the camera.

Calculating Sphere Radius:

Under perspective projection, the circumference of the apparent contour of a sphere is smaller than that of the sphere’s

great circle - the circle that cuts the sphere into two equal halves and shares its center. Thus, it is somewhat more difficult

to calculate a radius with a perspective camera than under orthogonal projection. We employ Heron’s formula,26 which

produces the area of a triangle given the lengths a, b, and c of each side:

Areatriangle =
√

k(k−a)(k−b)(k− c), (5)

where the semiperimeter of the triangle k = 1
2
(a+b+c). The radius of a circle inscribed in this triangle is simply computed

by Equation 6.

r =
Areatriangle

k
(6)

Figure 2 (b) illustrates the concept for the radius computation. This circle inscription is known as an incircle, and its

radius is known as the inradius of the triangle.27 To employ the inradius formula, we search for two scene points (v2, v3)

that, in addition to the camera center (v1), form a tangential triangle that cuts through the sphere at its great circle. The

radius of the resulting circular cross-section is also the radius (r) of the sphere. We observe that the perspective distortion

that stretches a circle into an ellipse is directed away from the principal axis of the camera. Therefore, we use the extrema



(a) (b)
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Figure 3. Volume reconstruction of scrambled eggs using our prismatic approximation model; (a) an input meal image, (b) feature points

extracted (the segmented area for the scrambled eggs were manually obtained), (c) a base plane constructed using the feature points, and

(d) the food volume shape for the scrambled eggs.

along the major axis of the projected ellipse (on the table). The triangle, formed by the two axis points and the camera

center, cuts through the center of the sphere. Any spherical cross section that includes the sphere’s center also includes the

diameter of the circle.

3.3 Prismatic approximation model

To support general shapes of food items, we also develop a prismatic approximation model. We assume that the segmented

region representing the food item corresponds exactly to the physical area upon which the food contacts the plate surface.

This assumption is valid when the image is taken at a high angle, such that there are no self-occluding boundaries. Al-

ternatively, the assumption is preserved for images acquired at a shallow (oblique) angle by manually supplying surface

contact information, or automatic computation by symmetry cues. For each pixel on the boundary of a given segmented

region, a vertex in the world space may be calculated as the intersection of backprojected screen rays with the table surface.

Figure 3 illustrates the 3D volume construction of scrambled eggs using our prismatic approximation model. We obtain

feature points on the boundary of a segmented region obtained from Zhu et al.’s image segmentation.9 Figure 3 (b) shows

extracted feature points on the boundary of scrambled eggs. Since the planar shape constructed with the extracted points is

not always convex, we triangulate the planar polygon using the Delaunay triangulation algorithm28 and sum all the areas

of the obtained triangles to compute the area of the planar polygon. Finally, this area is manually extruded towards the

tangential direction of the table surface to produce a volume of the food item.

3.4 Visual Refinement

Interactive parameter adjustment enables the user to supply information that may be absent from the two-dimensional scene

image with the implicit knowledge that they possess of the scene, as well as correct estimation errors in our reconstruction



(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. User refinement. More accurate estimate is produced by translating and scaling the spherical volume. (a) shows the initial

reconstructed sphere for the orange, (b) and (c) show the translated and scaled one, respectively. The initial estimated radius is 1.649934

inches (original: 1.45) and the final estimate is 1.5 inches.

algorithm. Our visual refinement allows the user to reposition the spherical estimator volume at any point tangent to the

table surface and adjust the radius, as shown in Figure 4. The height of the prismatic estimator can be interactively adjusted

with real-time feedback.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have implemented the approach described in this paper on Linux PCs as well as Linux-based mobile platforms. We

used the Nokia N810 Internet tablet, shown in Figure 5 (a), as a mobile device. Since the Nokia N810 does not support

OpenGL|ES driver, we utilized MesaGL, gtkgl, and gtkglext on the device. The frame rate on the mobile device is 1 to 1.5

FPS (Frame Per Second). Since a background meal image is rendered using the non-hardware accelerated OpenGL driver,

it deteriorated the total frame rate. However, this will not be a problem if our application runs on mobile devices (e.g.,

Nokia N900) with OpenGL|ES supported. For development and verification of our approach, we have created a testbed as

shown in Figure 5 (b). All the result images were obtained using the testbed program.

We performed validation experiments to verify the accuracy of the camera parameters that we obtained using a checker-

board fiducial marker and volume estimates for spherical and prismatic objects using synthesized as well as real-world

images. Synthesized scenes were used since all the information (e.g., camera parameters, distance from a camera to the

center of the fiducial marker and the position and radius of a spherical object) in the scene are accurately manageable.

For real-world images, we measured the volume of each food item using the water displacement method and the camera

information using a tripod and a ruler. A 4×5 inch fiducial marker was used and the size of all images for both real-world

and synthetic scenes is 1280×960 pixels.

(a) Our volume estimation running on Nokia N810. (b) Testbed to verify the accuracy of our camera calibration

and volume estimation.

Figure 5. Our mobile application and testbed program.



(a) Fruits. (b) Jell-O. (c) Brownie.

Figure 6. Source images for volume estimation experiment.

4.1 Camera parameters

We assume that the origin of the world coordinate is the center of the fiducial marker. Since placing a fiducial marker next

to the main dish is required and the height of camera position varies person by person, we varied the X coordinate and the

Z coordinate (height) and fixed Y coordinate. The X values range from 0 to 5 inches, the Y values are fixed to 3 inches, and

the Z values do from 25 to 30 inches. We also changed the camera angles to 30, 40, and 60 degrees. The value variation

was also applied to synthesized scenes. Table 1 shows the result of this experiment. For real-world scenes, the camera

position is measured consistently to within approximately one quarter inch, while angle measurement error is at about less

than 5 degree. However, this error can likely be attributed to ground truth measurement error, as the estimation results for

synthesized images demonstrate extremely high precision and accuracy.

Table 1. The means and standard derivations for the camera calibration results for the real and synthesized images.

Real-world scenes Synthesized scenes

Position estimation Angle estimation Position estimation Angle estimation

x y z total angle x y z total angle

Mean 0.06 0.3 0.13 0.35 3.36 0.02 0.01 0.08 0.08 0.07

Std.Dev 0.04 0.15 0.09 0.13 1.62 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.06 0.09

4.2 Volume estimation

We first used 7 food items (5 spherical and 2 prismatic objects) for the experiment for the accuracy of our volume esti-

mation for both spherical and prismatic objects. No manual refinement for the spherical objects was performed in this

experiment. Figure 6 shows some of images used for our experiment. The average error rates are summarized in Table 2.

Estimated radii had good agreement with measured radii in the spherical trials, falling within 0.07 inches for every fruit in

all but one instance, in which the nectarine (considered the least spherical of the fruits) was overestimated by 0.14 inches.

Nectarine radii derived from cross-sectional areas were within 0.01 inches of the direct radius measurement, however, so

the estimation error may be due partly to the choice of cross-section taken. The average volume error in the nectarine

by the water displacement ground truth method (0.51%) was the lowest of all the fruits. However, by the radius method

(7.17%), it was suprassed only by that of the plum (14.6%), for which there was fairly high disagreement between the two

ground truth methods of obtaining volume estimates. The average error rate of volume estimates for oranges was smaller

than those of the other spherical fruits as oranges were almost spherical objects. As shown in the experiment, it is often

the case that the fruit deviates from the ideal spherical object. Hence, ellipsoid based approximation methods would be a

better estimation. However, it is very challenging to extract the major diameter and minor diameter of a spherical object

from a single view image in perspective projection. Whereas, volume estimation results on synthetic spheres were highly

accurate, as ground truth values for volume are known exactly. Results for a series of generated images with arbitrarily

chosen parameters are given in Table 3. As shown in Table 3, the absolute error in a radius estimation is less than 0.02 inch

for radius ranging from 0.8 inch to 1.45 inch.

For prismatic objects, as shown in Table 2, prismatic area and height were not as accurate with 10% volume error in the

worst trial although the jell-O estimation fared well. The Brownie volume errors ranged from 6 to 14 percent as compared

to the nominal volume. The error rates of the brownies were higher than those of the jell-Os. This was attributed from



Table 2. The error rates (%) for estimated and measured volumes.

Grapefruit Apple Nectarine Orange Plum Jell-O Brownie Mean Std.Dev.

Radius(in) 0.67 0.84 2.10 0.29 4.65 0.02 0.02 1.71 1.78

Area (in2) - - - - - 0.33 1.25 0.79 0.65

Height(in) - - - - - 2.22 11.52 6.87 6.57

Volume(in3)
7.38 0.84 0.51 2.10 17.55 - - 5.68 7.19

by displacement

Volume(in3)
1.95 2.46 7.17 0.86 14.60 2.03 10.45 5.65 5.25

by radius measurement

Table 3. The means and standard deviations of the volume estimation results for the synthesized spherical objects.

Absolute Error (inch) Relative Error (%)

radius x y distance angle radius distance angle

Mean 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.12 1.02 0.94 0.29

Std.Dev 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.10 1.47 1.50 0.18

the image segmentation since the boundary of the segmented regions for the brownies were not smooth. Our approach to

reconstruct 3D objects depends on the performance of the image segmentation algorithm. Accurate image segmentation is

an important base of our approach.

We performed an experiment for analyzing the accuracy of gram weights computed with volume estimates, produced

from our volume estimation process. We chose two food items, a garlic bread and a yellow cake, whose nutrient information

the FNDDS contains, as shown in Figure 7. Table 4 shows the error rates between estimated and measured gram weights.

Table 4. The error rates for calculated and measured mass.
Geometric

Food name
Volume FNDDS derived Calculated Measured

Error (%)
classes estimation density mass(g) mass (g)

Prismatic

Garlic bread (a) 12.70 3.9 49.53 51.3 3.4

Garlic bread (b) 6.39 3.9 24.91 57.1 56.4

Yellow Cake (c) 12.52 8.1 101.47 74.3 36.6

Yellow Cake (d) 8.98 8.1 72.75 68 7.0

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have demonstrated our approaches to volume estimation by reconstructing geometrical objects from the

2D image space into the 3D space. We had a checkerboard pattern fiducial marker included in each meal image to obtain

camera parameters and provide a reference for the object scale of each food item. We have focused on spherical objects

and prismatic objects among geometric classes. We obtained camera parameters and the segmented region of each food

item, extracted feature points in the image spaces and unprojected the feature points into the 3D space. We reconstructed

spherical objects based on the concept of Dandelin sphere and prismatic objects with the height value adjusted. We have

performed experiments for camera calibration and volume estimation using both real-world and synthesized images to

evaluate our approach. Volume estimation for spherical objects achieved high accuracy with no user refinement for both

real and synthesized scenes, whereas that for prismatic objects worked successfully with user refinement. The experimental

results showed the potential of our approach to the volume estimation.

For future work, we will develop more geometric classes to support self-monitoring in free-living life. For example,

spaghetti is a difficult example for volume estimation as the surface is not planar and its volume is not dense. Descriptive

models for geometric classes can be a useful approach to reconstructing a variety of food items. We plan to investigate

non-parametric approaches22, 29 which require reasonable amount of user-specified constraints (e.g., local discontinuities,

face normals, heights, or planar regions) for 3D object reconstruction from single image. The investigation will be a basis

to define food specific shape templates since it helps us determine which information should be stored in the templates

and how to describe the templates for food items based on the result from the investigation of user-specified constraints.

However, this does not indicate that our approach will have strong assumption about geometry. Instead, this will remove or

reduce user interactions and also provide consistent methods to reconstruct the 3D volume of each food item. We will also



(a) (b)
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Figure 7. Sample meal images for gram weight computation. (a) and (b) is the sample meal images including a garlic bread, (c) and (d)

is the sample ones including a yellow cake.

perform research on the color and shape, including 3D shape, of the fiducial markers and robust detection algorithm for

the markers. Furthermore, we will design convenient user interfaces for the user refinement on a variety of mobile devices

to overcome the limitation of the screen size of mobiles devices.
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